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Distributed Collision-Free Motion Coordination on a Sphere:
A Conic Control Barrier Function Approach
Tatsuya Ibuki1, Sean Wilson2, Aaron D. Ames3, and Magnus Egerstedt2
Abstract—This paper studies a distributed collision avoid-
ance control problem for a group of rigid bodies on a sphere.
A rigid body network, consisting of multiple rigid bodies
constrained to a spherical surface and an interconnection
topology, is first formulated. In this formulation, it is shown
that motion coordination on a sphere is equivalent to attitude
coordination on the 3-dimensional Special Orthogonal group.
Then, an angle based control barrier function that can handle a
geodesic distance constraint on a spherical surface is presented.
The proposed control barrier function is then extended to
a relative motion case and applied to a collision avoidance
problem for a rigid body network operating on a sphere. Each
rigid body chooses its control input by solving a distributed
optimization problem to achieve a nominal distributed motion
coordination strategy while satisfying constraints for collision
avoidance. The proposed collision-free motion coordination law
is validated through simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Safe and distributed motion coordination of individual
robots within a multi-robot collective is required to solve
many tasks, like formation, flocking, and coverage control
[1]-[5]. While many studies focused on motion coordination
of a multi-robot system consider the 3-dimensional (3D) Eu-
clidean space or a 2-dimensional (2D) plane as a workspace,
a spherical surface is also often required [6]-[13]. This
motion coordination on a sphere is motivated not only by
theoretical interests but also by some industrial application
such as planetary-scale motion coordination/localization in
the space/ocean, and vehicle coordination on the surface
with a large radius of curvature. Moreover, spherical motion
constraints can be considered for motion control of single
arm manipulators or attitude control of pan-tilt cameras, and
recently, the constraints are also utilized in dynamics of
cooperative transportation of a payload with multiple flying
vehicles [14], [15].
No matter what motion constrained workspace a multi-
robot system operates in, effective collision avoidance is
an essential requirement to guarantee hardware safety. A
potential function based approach is one common collision
avoidance strategy for multi-agent systems [11], [16]-[20].
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This technique introduces a nonnegative scalar function that
increases as a robot approaches obstacles, like other robots or
environmental hazards. Then, collision-free motion coordina-
tion methods incorporate its negative gradient to guarantee a
safe operating distance. However, the potential function often
needs to be infinite at the obstacle boundary, which causes
overcaution about safety, i.e., less control performance.
More recently, constraint based optimization methods have
been used to guarantee robot safety during operation [21],
[22]. Here, a scalar function describing a safe set, called
a control barrier function (CBF), is introduced, and the
forward invariance of the dynamics within the safe set
is guaranteed via the constraints derived by the CBF. In
this approach, the control input is given by solving an
optimization problem to achieve a control task as much as
possible while guaranteeing the safety. This technique is also
applied to collision-free motion coordination problems for
multi-agent systems as in [4], [23], [24]. Most of the existing
studies, however, consider collision avoidance problems with
standard Euclidean distances, i.e., in 3D space or on a 2D
plane. This work extends the CBF based approach to a
collision-free motion coordination method on a spherical
surface, where the safety is defined with geodesic distances.
This paper first formulates a rigid network consisting of
multiple rigid bodies with their motion dynamics constrained
to a spherical surface and an interconnection topology. We
show that motion coordination on a sphere is equivalent to
attitude coordination on the 3D Special Orthogonal group:
SO(3). Then, as a bridge to a collision avoidance problem
on a sphere, we develop a CBF based safe control technique
on SO(3). This approach is first applied to an angle based
(conic) constraint satisfaction problem, and by extending it
to a relative motion case, we propose a collision-free motion
coordination law for a rigid body network on a sphere. In
the proposed method, each rigid body selects its control input
by solving a distributed optimization problem to achieve a
given motion coordination task as much as possible while
guaranteeing collision avoidance. The effectiveness of the
proposed approach is demonstrated via simulation.
The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First,
we develop a new CBF to handle constraints on SO(3)
by extending the classical CBF methods for vector fields
presented in [21], [22]. Here, we also provide an example
of safe attitude control for a single rigid body with a conic
constraint. Second, we extend this kind of CBFs to a relative
motion case, and propose a novel distributed collision-free
motion coordination method for a rigid body network on a
spherical surface.
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Fig. 1. Multiple rigid bodies on sphere. The origin of the world frame Σw
is located at the center of a sphere with radius ρ, and the position of each
rigid body is constrained on the surface of the sphere.
II. PROBLEM SETTINGS
A. Rigid Body Motion
As a preliminary, the motion dynamics of multiple rigid
bodies in general 3D space are first introduced. Let us
consider a set of n rigid bodies. Each rigid body i ∈
{1, . . . , n} has a body fixed frame Σi in a world frame
Σw. The position and attitude of rigid body i in Σw are
represented by (pwi, e
ξˆwiθwi) ∈ SE(3). Here, eξˆθ ∈ SO(3)
is the exponential coordinate of the rotation matrix with the
rotation axis ξ ∈ R3 (‖ξ‖ = 1) and angle θ ∈ [−pi, pi) [25].
The operator ∧ : R3 → so(3) gives aˆb = a × b for any
3D vectors a, b ∈ R3, and ∨ : so(3) → R3 is its inverse
operator. For the ease of representation, ξˆwiθwi is written as
ξˆθwi throughout this paper.
The body translational and rotational velocity of rigid
body i relative to Σw is denoted by vi ∈ R3 and ωi ∈
R
3, respectively. Then, for each rigid body i, we have the
following rigid body motion [25]:
p˙wi = e
ξˆθwivi, e˙
ξˆθwi = eξˆθwi ωˆi. (1)
B. Rigid Body Motion on a Sphere
Let us next consider the motion dynamics of multiple rigid
bodies constrained to the surface of a sphere with radius
ρ > 0. Without loss of generality, let the origin of the world
frame Σw be located at the center of the sphere, and the
direction of the z-axis of each body frame Σi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
coincide with the radial direction (see Fig. 1). In this case,
each rigid body i has the spherical constraint with the basis
axis e3 := [0 0 1]
T ∈ S2 := {s ∈ R3 | ‖s‖ = 1} as
pwi = ρe
ξˆθwie3. (2)
Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain the following rigid
body motion on a sphere for each rigid body i:
p˙wi = −ρe
ξˆθwi eˆ3ωi, (3a)
e˙ξˆθwi = eξˆθwiωi. (3b)
Remark 1 Under the spherical constraint (2), the position
of each rigid body i is determined by its attitude eξˆθwi .
Compared with the rigid body motion (1), the translational
body velocity vi is also determined by the rotational body
velocity ωi, i.e., vi = −ρeˆ3ωi. Therefore, the freedom of
motion of each rigid body is 3, which is analogous to the
2D vehicle case on a plane1 (2D position and 1D attitude).
From the observation in Remark 1, motion coordination
on a sphere, like formation and collision avoidance, is equiv-
alent to attitude coordination on SO(3). Therefore, for the
convenience of introducing control barrier functions in the
subsequent discussion, this paper focuses on attitude control
on SO(3) and considers the rotational body velocity ωi as
the control input of each rigid body i. The actual control
input on the sphere is then given by the first two elements
of vi = −ρeˆ3ωi = [ρωi,y − ρωi,x 0]T and the third element
of ωi (i.e., ωi,z) for the notation ωi = [ωi,x ωi,y ωi,z]
T.
C. Rigid Body Network on a Sphere and Research Objective
In this paper, we suppose that a motion coordination
strategy to achieve a control task is given a priori, and mainly
focus on a distributed collision avoidance problem. Here,
the interconnection topology between rigid body pairs for
the given motion coordination strategy is represented by a
directed graph G = (V , E), composed of the rigid body set
V := {1, . . . , n} and the edge set E ⊂ V × V . We also
define the neighbor set of each rigid body i for the strategy
as Ni := {j ∈ V | (j, i) ∈ E}. Then, j ∈ Ni means that
rigid body i obtains information about rigid body j.
Throughout this work, a group of n rigid bodies with the
rigid body motion on a sphere (3) and the interconnection
topology G is called a rigid body network on a sphere. In this
formulation, the main objective of this work is to develop
a distributed collision avoidance method for a rigid body
network on a sphere.
III. CONIC CONTROL BARRIER FUNCTIONS
As a bridge to a collision avoidance problem for a rigid
body network on a sphere, this section presents a geometric
control barrier function (CBF) on SO(3) (refer to [21]
for more details about CBFs). We note that only a single
rigid body i with the attitude dynamics described in (3b) is
considered in this section.
A. Control Barrier Functions on SO(3)
Consider the attitude dynamics (3b), for rigid body i in the
world frame Σw, with e
ξˆθwi ∈ S ⊂ SO(3), ωi ∈ Ω ⊂ R3,
and the constraint set Co defined as
Co := {e
ξˆθwi ∈ SO(3) | h(eξˆθwi) ≥ 0}. (4)
Here, h : SO(3) → R is a continuously differentiable
function. Then, we provide a CBF definition on SO(3)
similarly to [21] as follows:
Definition 1 The function h(eξˆθwi) is called a zeroing CBF
(ZCBF) defined on the set S with Co ⊆ S ⊂ SO(3), if there
exists an extended class K function α : R→ R satisfying
sup
ωi∈Ω
(h˙(eξˆθwi) + α(h(eξˆθwi))) ≥ 0 ∀eξˆθwi ∈ S.
1A plane can be interpreted as the special case of the spherical surface
with radius ρ =∞.
Fig. 2. Conic constraints. Constraint (5a): The basis axis eξˆθwiai is
constrained inside and on the boundary of the conic region determined
by aw and θc in Σw . Constraint (5b): The basis axis eξˆ
′θ′wiai is
constrained outside and on the boundary of the conic region (shown by
the semitransparent illustration).
Notice in Definition 1 that the control input ωi appears in
h˙(eξˆθwi) from (3b). Then, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 If the function h(eξˆθwi) is a ZCBF on S, then
any Lipschitz continuous controller ωi : S → Ω satisfying
h˙(eξˆθwi) + α(h(eξˆθwi)) ≥ 0 will render the set Co forward
invariant.
Proof: By appropriately considering the subspace S ⊂
SO(3), the attitude dynamics (3b) can be rewritten by
local Lipschitz continuous dynamics in vector form (see
Appendix). Corollary 2 in [21] can be thus applied.
Theorem 1 means that the attitude eξˆθwi remains in the
set Co for all time.
B. Definitions of Conic Control Barrier Functions
Let us now provide explicit definitions of h(eξˆθwi) to
represent cone-type (conic) attitude constraints used in this
work, which are motivated by [29]-[31]. Let aw, ai ∈ S
2 be
the basis axes in the world frame Σw and the body frame Σi,
respectively. Notice then that eξˆθwiai means the direction of
the basis axis of Σi viewed from Σw.
Consider two kinds of inequality constraints as follows:
aTwe
ξˆθwiai ≥ cos θc, (5a)
aTwe
ξˆθwiai ≤ cos θc, (5b)
where θc ∈ [0, pi/2] is the constraint parameter to determine
the size of the conic region. These constraints are formed
by the inner product of the basis axes aw and e
ξˆθwiai. The
constraint (5a) (constraint (5b)) thus means that the head of
the vector eξˆθwiai is constrained inside (outside) and on the
boundary of the conic region determined by aw and θc in
Σw (see Fig. 2). These kinds of constraints are called conic
constraints in this paper.
We next develop a ZCBF to guarantee the conic constraint
(5a). Based on (5a), an angle based ZCBF, referred to
as a conic CBF in this work, is defined as h(eξˆθwi) :=
aTwe
ξˆθwiai− cos θc. This enables us to represent the attitude
set satisfying the conic constraint (5a) by (4).
Then, we have the following corollary from Theorem 1:
Corollary 1 Any Lipschitz continuous controller ωi : S →
Ω satisfying
−aTwe
ξˆθwi aˆiωi + α(a
T
we
ξˆθwiai − cos θc) ≥ 0 (6)
Fig. 3. Time trajectory of attitude. The blue line shows the time trajectory
of the head of the vector eξˆθwiai in Σw . The attitude is constrained inside
or on the boundary of the conic constraint (5a) represented by the red line.
will render the set Co forward invariant.
2
The following corollary also holds for the constraint (5b):
Corollary 2 Any Lipschitz continuous controller ωi : S →
Ω satisfying
aTwe
ξˆθwi aˆiωi − α(a
T
we
ξˆθwiai − cos θc) ≥ 0
will render the set Co with h(e
ξˆθwi) = −aTwe
ξˆθwiai +cos θc
forward invariant.
C. Safe Control with Conic Control Barrier Functions
Corollary 1 enables us to propose the attitude control
input provided by the solution of the quadratic program to
guarantee the conic constraint (5a) as follows:
ω∗i = arg min
ωi∈Ω
‖ωi − ωnom,i‖
2 s.t. (6). (7)
Here, ωnom,i ∈ R3 is the nominal controller to achieve a
given control task. The optimization in (7) implies that rigid
body i tries to achieve the given control task as much as
possible while guaranteeing the conic constraint (5a).
As verification, we apply the control input (7) to the
attitude dynamics (3b) with aw = ai = e3, θc = pi/6, and a
geometric trajectory tracking law as the nominal controller
ωnom,i. Here, the desired trajectory is intentionally set so that
the conic constraint (5a) is violated if the nominal controller
is directly applied. Fig. 3 depicts the time trajectory of the
head of the vector eξˆθwiai in Σw by the blue line and the
boundary of the conic constraint (5a) by the red one. We see
from this figure that the conic constraint (5a) is satisfied.
IV. COLLISION-FREE MOTION COORDINATION
A. Definitions of Collisions on a Sphere
As stated in Section II-B, this paper focuses on attitude
control on SO(3) to deal with motion coordination of a rigid
body network on a sphere. We first define the relative attitude
of rigid body j to rigid body i as eξˆθij := e−ξˆθwieξˆθwj ∈
2The property aˆb = −bˆa for any 3D vectors a, b ∈ R3 is used to obtain
the condition (6).
(a) Geodesic distance on sphere. (b) Collision.
Fig. 4. Cartoon illustrations of (a) geodesic distance and (b) collision. (a):
The geodesic distance is defined as the arc length of the spherical surface.
(b): The collision occurs when the geodesic distance between two rigid
bodies is less than their geodesic diameter Dc.
SO(3). Then, we extend the conic CBF approach presented
in Section III to a collision avoidance problem by considering
the relative attitude case of Corollary 2 with ai = e3 ∀i ∈ V .
Under the spherical constraint (2), the geodesic distance
between rigid body i and rigid body j is defined as the arc
length of the spherical surface (see Fig. 4(a)):
dg(pwi, pwj) := ρ cos
−1
(
pTwipwj
ρ2
)
. (8)
Then, substituting (2) into (8) can rewrite dg(pwi, pwj) as
dg(e
ξˆθij ) = ρ cos−1(eT3 e
ξˆθije3), (9)
that is, the geodesic distance dg is formed by the relative
attitude eξˆθij .
Remark 2 The geodesic distance dg is defined by using
cos−1(·), but its argument eT3 e
ξˆθije3 has a value within
the region [−1, 1]. Therefore, the geodesic distance dg is
always well defined as the shortest arc length on the spherical
surface. The situation that two rigid bodies exist perfectly at
the opposite positions is the special case because we have the
infinite number of arcs to determine dg . However, such an
undesired situation can be avoided by appropriately setting
distances for collision avoidance (discussed in Section IV-B).
From the geodesic distance definition (9), we define col-
lisions between rigid bodies and collision avoidance for a
rigid body network on a sphere as follows (see Fig. 4(b)):
Definition 2 The collision between rigid body i and rigid
body j occurs when dg(e
ξˆθij ) < Dc, where Dc > 0 is their
geodesic diameter. Then, collision avoidance is achieved for
a rigid body network on a sphere if
dg(e
ξˆθij (t)) ≥ Dc ∀i, j ∈ V (i 6= j), t ≥ 0. (10)
In this formulation, the objective of this paper is to design
conic CBFs, derive conditions, and propose a distributed
method for rigid body i ∈ V in order to achieve the collision
avoidance (10) for a rigid body network on a sphere.
B. Distributed Collision Avoidance on a Sphere
Define the following safe set C for a rigid body network
on a sphere:
C := {eξˆθwi , i ∈ V | dg(e
ξˆθij )≥Dc ∀i, j ∈ V (i 6= j)}. (11)
Then, the collision avoidance (10) is equivalent to the
forward invariance of the safe set C. Let us now assume
that the collision distance Dc satisfies Dc < (ρpi)/2. This
assumption is reasonable since this inequality means that the
geodesic diameter of each rigid body is less than one fourth
of the circumference of the sphere, i.e., the size of each rigid
body is not too large compared with that of the sphere.
We note that each rigid body is required to take collision
avoidance behaviors only when it approaches other rigid
bodies. Besides the graph G for a given motion coordination
strategy, therefore, we introduce another geodesic distance
based undirected graph G′ = (V , E ′), E ′ := {(i, j) ∈
V (i 6= j) | dg(e
ξˆθij) ≤ Da ∀i, j ∈ V}. Here, Da > Dc
is the geodesic distance within which rigid bodies take
account of collision avoidance behaviors. According to G′,
we also define a new neighbor set of rigid body i for
the collision avoidance (10), called distance neighbors, as
Nd,i := {j ∈ V | (j, i) ∈ E ′}. Notice now that by employing
the reasonable assumption Da < (ρpi)/2, we can avoid the
undesired special case stated in Remark 2, i.e., the existence
of a distance neighbor perfectly at the opposite position on
the sphere, in the collision avoidance process.
Let us define the conic CBF candidates as
hij := −e
T
3 e
ξˆθije3 + cos
(
Dc
ρ
)
∈ R
for i, j ∈ V , where we take cos(·) for the geodesic distance.
Then, by rewriting (11) as
C = {eξˆθwi , i ∈ V | hij ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ V (i 6= j)},
the forward invariance of the safe set C for a rigid body net-
work on a sphere is analogous to collision-free motions. We
now have the following theorem showing the achievement
of the collision avoidance (10):
Theorem 2 Suppose that collisions do not occur in a
rigid body network on a sphere at the initial time, i.e.,
{eξˆθwi(0)}i∈V ∈ C. Then, any Lipschitz continuous con-
trollers ωi, i ∈ V satisfying
eT3 e
−ξˆθij eˆ3ωi ≥ k
(
eT3 e
ξˆθije3 − cos
(
Dc
ρ
))
∀j ∈ Nd,i, k > 0 (12)
will render the safe set C forward invariant.
Proof: The following condition is first derived from
h˙ij(e
ξˆθij ) + 2khij(e
ξˆθij ) ≥ 0 for each rigid body i ∈ V :
eT3 e
−ξˆθij eˆ3ωi + e
T
3 e
ξˆθij eˆ3ωj
≥ 2k
(
eT3 e
ξˆθije3 − cos
(
Dc
ρ
))
∀j ∈ Nd,i. (13)
Here, α(h) = 2kh, k > 0 is employed as an extended class
K function, and only the distance neighbors j ∈ Nd,i are
considered because we have hij(e
ξˆθij ) > 0 for any j ∈
V \ Nd,i (j 6= i) from Da > Dc.
The condition (13) for each rigid body i is not distributed
since it requires input information of distance neighbors, i.e.,
ωj , j ∈ Nd,i. We thus employ the distributed condition (12)
to satisfy (13). Then, because j ∈ Nd,i ⇔ i ∈ Nd,j and
eT3 e
ξˆθije3 = e
T
3 e
ξˆθjie3 hold, the satisfaction of (12) for all
i ∈ V guarantees (13) for all i ∈ V . Here, considering (12)
can be regarded as sharing (13) equally3 between rigid body
i and rigid body j. Theorem 1 can be thus applied.
Remark 3 The condition (12) is based only on information
about distance neighbors j ∈ Nd,i, i.e., distributed. More-
over, (12) is based only on relative attitude information eξˆθij
viewed from Σi since e
−ξˆθij = (eξˆθij )T holds.
C. Collision-Free Motion Coordination on a Sphere
Based on Theorem 2, we propose, for rigid body i ∈ V
in a rigid body network on a sphere, the following control
input provided by the solution of the quadratic program to
guarantee the collision avoidance (10):
ω∗i = arg min
ωi∈R3
‖ωi − ωnom,i‖
2 s.t. (12). (14)
Here, ωnom,i ∈ R3, i ∈ V are the nominal control inputs to
achieve a given motion coordination strategy. The optimiza-
tion in (14) implies that each rigid body tries to achieve the
given motion coordination task as much as possible while
guaranteeing the collision avoidance (10).
Remark 4 The optimization in (14) is always feasible in
the safe set C since it has at least one feasible solution
ωi = 0. From the same reason, we can easily impose an
additional input saturation constraint, e.g., ‖ωi‖ ≤ ωmax for
some ωmax > 0. In this case, we can replace ωi ∈ R3 in
(14) with ωi ∈ Ω, Ω = {ω ∈ R3 | ‖ω‖ ≤ ωmax}.
Any motion coordination strategy can be applied as ωnom,i
in (14). In the simulation verification presented in Section V,
we apply the following attitude synchronization law [17]:
ωnom,i = kc
∑
j∈Ni
sk(eξˆθij )∨. (15)
Here, kc > 0 is the controller gain, and sk(e
ξˆθ) :=
(1/2)(eξˆθ − e−ξˆθ) = ξˆθ ∈ so(3). Then, it is shown in [17]
that if the initial attitudes of a rigid body network satisfy
|θij(0)| < pi ∀i, j ∈ V and the interconnection topology G is
fixed and strongly connected, the control input ωi = ωnom,i
given by (15) achieves the attitude synchronization defined
as follows:
lim
t→∞
‖eξˆθwi(t)− eξˆθwj (t)‖F = 0 ∀i, j ∈ V . (16)
Here, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm.
In the case of a rigid body network on a sphere under
the spherical constraint (2), the attitude synchronization (16)
also implies the position synchronization defined as
lim
t→∞
‖pwi(t)− pwj(t)‖ = 0 ∀i, j ∈ V .
Then, by applying the control input (14) with the nominal
input (15), we can expect the achievement of a flocking-
like behavior: cohesion; alignment; and separation [32], on
3As generalization of the equally sharing, we can also introduce weights
wij ∈ R, (j, i) ∈ E ′ satisfying wij+wji = 1 to share the condition (13).
(a) Position trajectories in Σw .
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(b) Time response of minimum geodesic distance.
Fig. 5. Simulation results. (a): The rigid body network achieves the
cohesion and alignment behaviors on the sphere. (b): The minimum geodesic
distance never becomes less than the collision distance Dc, i.e., the
collision-free motion coordination (separation behavior) is achieved.
a sphere. Here, the final control input of rigid body i ∈ V is
distributed and based only on relative attitudes with respect
to j ∈ Ni∪Nd,i, which can be implemented in a distributed
manner using onboard sensors, e.g., vision or infrared, with-
out any other communication or global information.
V. SIMULATION
Simulation is conducted to demonstrate the validity of
the proposed collision-free motion coordination method (14),
(15). Here, we slightly modify each control input by adding
the common rotational body velocity ωc = [0.1 0.2 −0.4] ∈
R
3 to make it easy to see the final configuration of a rigid
body network on a sphere. Even with this modification, the
relative attitude dynamics are not changed, i.e., the same
behavior in the sense of the relative states can be seen.
Consider a rigid body network on a sphere with 20 rigid
bodies and strongly connected interconnection topology G.
The simulation parameters are set as ρ = 1, (i.e., Dc = θc),
θc = pi/150, Da = 2Dc, k = 1, and kc = 5. The initial
positions are set so that each rigid body i ∈ V exists in the
upper half of the sphere in the z-axis direction of Σw.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
illustrates the position trajectories of the rigid body network
on a sphere in Σw, which demonstrates the proposed control
method achieves the cohesion and alignment behaviors. The
collision avoidance (10) can be confirmed by Fig 5(b) de-
picting the time responses of the minimum geodesic distance
between the rigid body pairs (i, j) ∈ V × V (i 6= j).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a distributed collision avoidance
control method for a group of multiple rigid bodies on
a sphere. Based on the fact that the rigid body motion
constrained to a spherical surface is equivalent to attitude
motion on SO(3), the collision avoidance law is derived with
conic control barrier functions on SO(3) that can handle
geodesic distance constraints on a spherical surface. In the
proposed method, each rigid body chooses its control input
by solving a distributed optimization problem to achieve
a given motion coordination strategy while satisfying con-
straints for collision avoidance derived by the conic control
barrier functions. The validity of the proposed approach was
demonstrated via simulation.
APPENDIX
A. Local Lipschitz Continuity of Attitude Dynamics (3b)
It is well known that according to the subspace S ⊂
SO(3), the attitude dynamics (3b) can be rewritten in vector
form using the Euler angles, quaternions, Cayley parameters,
etc. [26]-[28]. We here introduce the XYZ Euler angle case.
Consider the XYZ Euler angle representation: (φi, ψi, ηi),
e.g., in the region φi, ψi, ηi ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2). Then, the
rotation matrix eξˆθwi can be uniquely given as eξˆθwi =
Rx(φi)Ry(ψi)Rz(ηi) in the subspace S according to the
region of the Euler parameters. Here, Rx, Ry, Rz ∈ SO(3)
are respectively the basis rotation matrices with respect to
x-, y-, and z-axes [25]. Then, with ζi := [φi ψi ηi]
T ∈ R3,
the attitude dynamics (3b) are analogous to
ζ˙i =


cos ηi
cosψi
− sin ηi
cosψi
0
sin ηi cos ηi 0
− cos ηi tanψi sin ηi tanψi 1

ωi =: g(ζi)ωi.
Since g(ζi) consists of smooth trigonometric functions,
the attitude dynamics are locally Lipschitz continuous on
the subspace S.
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